
Yackandandah Rally 

Thursday : Just going out door to travel to rally, when phone call from Jeff requesting 

we travel tomorrow due to heavy rain at Yack overnight (100mm) and that caravan park is 

flooded and would appreciate an arrival on Friday. 

Friday : Arrived early afternoon  to a beautiful sunny day. We were lucky that the 

ground had dried considerably with only minimal wet areas following the park being 

covered by an inch of water. We were able to all be positioned together in a horse-shoe 

shaped area at the bottom end of the park with a creek running at the back of each site. 

We had our meeting to discuss the things to do for the weekend at happy hour as the 

majority of members had all arrived, including our new prospective members Debbie and 

Brian Williams. 

 

Saturday : A drive to Beechworth this morning to a market, look at the shops, old 

buildings and of course, a visit to the bakery for some nice treats. For tea tonight we went 

to the local Yackandandah Hotel, where being so close, the majority of members walked 

together to attend. The meal was rather slow but was very nice and worth the wait. 

Sunday : Another beautiful sunny morning, where we started the day with a drive to 

Chiltern, also visiting Woolshed Falls on the way, which after the previous rains were 

quite active. Our lunch stop at Chiltern was followed by a wine tasting at Morris Winery. 



 

  On return to the park, a committee meeting was held with an invitation for 

members to attend. At that meeting Sue and Fred indicated their interest to take over as 

Rally Coordinators. Congratulations on their appointment. At the conclusion of the 

meeting, there was a short heavy rain storm that necessitated a happy hour in the camp 

kitchen. Following our tea, we all congregated outside to view the new Super Moon, 

where Ian took some amazing photos with his camera incorporating a super zoom.  

  Anne and Colin gave us a good laugh when she told us that she had lost her 

name tag, lucky having it later appearing in the pot of spuds, that Colin was about to 

mash. 

Monday : A  group of us did a mine tour this morning, which was very informative and 

lasted about three hours. We were given a talk on the history of the area, then loaded 

into a troop carrier to be shown how the gold discovery had changed the landscape, then 

to walk within the worked mine, and to see where two mountain plates intersected and 

the subsequent formation of gold within the quartz infill. On return from the mine to the 

township, we visited the pie shop, where lunch was bought and brought back to the 

caravan park. Ian and Peter had a round of golf in the meantime. 

  At happy hour, Len was presented with a 1st prize blue ribbon, for his 

outstanding “Snot Blocks” over the last few rallies. This was followed by a Jeff’s Quiz that 

all participants thoroughly enjoyed. 



 

Tuesday : The majority of us all left today with only a few remaining for an extra day, 

using the “pay for six days get the seventh free”. Debbie and Brian were approved by the 

committee and have decided to join the club. A hearty welcome to both of you and a hope 

that we see more of you in the future to enjoy our group. 

  We are looking forward to our next rally at Ararat. See you there! 

Jan and Steve 

   


